
MEPRO microRDS
Red Dot micro Sight with Quick Detach (QD) Adaptor and  
Backup Day/ Night Sights

Dovetail QD
Mount Kit 

Optics Only
Kit

Optics-Ready QD 
Mount Kit

Picatinny to QD 
Adaptor

for Classic pistols
(Kit incl. backup sights) 

for Optics-Ready pistols with Picatinny adaptor

The MEPRO MicroRDS Kit is the perfect solution to attach Red 
Dot sights to Optics Ready pistols — providing excellent backup 
sights solution — without milling or drilling the pistols' slide. 
Technological advances in design and manufacturing allows 
the patented quick detach (QD) Kit to utilize the existing rear 
dovetail slot to mount the adaptor which holds the MEPRO 
microRDS. Existing brand red- dot optics can be mounted 
on the adaptor as well. It is the only mounting solution to 
have quick mount and dismount without having to re-zero the 
pistol. Now every pistol is Optics Ready without having to drill 
and tap the slide or barrel. The adaptor mounts directly to a 
MEPRO Tru-Dot™, self-illuminated sight which also functions 
as a back-up sight should the shooter want to remove the red 
dot optic. It can be    placed back on the gun without having 
to re-zero the sight.

The MEPRO MicroRDS will fit Optics Ready pistols, utilizing a 
special adapter plate which allows you to mount the sight with 
the QD adapter. It is also available with a standard Picatinny 
adapter, to connect the sight to rifles and shotguns, as a 
primary or back-up sight.

OPTICS • 

›  One sight fits all handgun platforms —Optics-Ready and
Non-Optics ready — classic pisols, rifles and shotguns

› No need to drill and tap the slide

› Patented, quick detach mount

›  Conversion kit allows the sight to be put on and taken
off as desired

›  MEPRO Tru-Dot® back up Day / Night sights are included
in the Kit

› Battery change does not require removal of sight from
pistol. Remains zeroed at all times

› No need for tall co-witness sights

Proven advantages:

Accessories:

Rapidly switch your red-dot from your pistol to your 
conversion kit - on any other standard picatinny rail

The small, durable, and lightweight pistol optic features a 
3.0 MOA red dot which ensures quick target acquisition. The 
energy- efficient sight is powered by a single CR2032 battery 
which can be changed without removing the sight from the 
gun. The large sight window provides greater FOV with both 
eyes open in any lighting condition—day, low-light or nighttime. 
MEPROLIGHT’S mounting solutions allow you to simply attach 
the MEPRO microRDS to almost any model pistol, without 
needing to re-zero when removing and putting back into the 
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